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Preface

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) is responsible for securing the land, air, and maritime borders of the United States. Strategic planning is necessary if DHS is to meet its responsibilities effectively and efficiently. As part of that planning, DHS leadership must define concrete and sensible objectives and measures of success. These can be used to assess results along the way, to guide allocation of resources, and to inform programming and budgeting for future capabilities and functions.

To support these efforts, the RAND Corporation was asked by the DHS Office of Program Analysis and Evaluation for research and recommendations about strategic-level measures for assessing the effectiveness of border security efforts. The resulting report, *Measuring the Effectiveness of Border Security Between Ports-of-Entry* (Willis, Predd, Davis, and Brown, 2010), highlighted the importance of developing better estimates of the flow of illegal immigrants across the border. We now elaborate in this report on several innovative methods for deriving estimates of the flow of illegal immigration that have not yet fully been explored.

This paper is part of the series *New Ideas in Homeland Security*, a set of RAND Corporation research papers on fundamental questions of homeland security in the United States. The series began during the transition between presidential administrations in 2008–2009, a period when approaches to homeland security were being reassessed. Each paper explores different approaches to ongoing homeland security policy problems. In doing so, they frame the kinds of questions that must be considered if policies shaping homeland security are to be effective. Questions in this area include the following: Are current practices the best and most economical ones for keeping the United States safe? Are better means available for evaluating what may work or not and why?

This series is designed to focus on a small set of policy areas, produce essays exploring different approaches to ongoing policy problems, and frame questions that need to be answered if homeland security policy is to be improved. The resulting discussions should be of interest to homeland security policymakers at the federal, state, and local levels and to members of the public interested in homeland security and counterterrorism.

Earlier papers in this series include


**The RAND Homeland Security and Defense Center**

This research was conducted within the Homeland Security and Defense Center, a joint center of RAND Infrastructure, Safety, and Environment and the RAND National Defense Research Institute, a federally funded research and development center sponsored by the Office of the Secretary of Defense, the Joint Staff, the Unified Combatant Commands, the Navy, the Marine Corps, the defense agencies, and the defense Intelligence Community.

For more information on the Homeland Security and Defense Center, see http://www.rand.org/multi/homeland-security-and-defense.html or contact the director (contact information is provided on the web page).
DHS is responsible for controlling the flow of goods and people across the U.S. border, a difficult task raising challenging resource management questions about how best to minimize illicit flows across the border while facilitating legitimate ones. Ideally, DHS could evaluate alternative investment strategies in terms of objective measures of the effectiveness with which border control systems prevent illicit flows or perform other essential functions. Instead, commonly reported border control measures, such as numbers of illegal migrants apprehended or miles of border under effective control, bear only an indirect and uncertain relationship to the border control mission, making them unreliable management tools.

Fundamental to the question of border control effectiveness is the proportion of illicit border crossings that are prevented either through deterrence or apprehension. Estimating these proportions requires knowing the total flow of illicit goods or border crossings, but compelling methods for producing such estimates do not yet exist. The objective of this short paper is to describe four innovative approaches to estimating the total flow of illicit border crossings between ports of entry. Each is sufficiently promising to warrant further attention for purposes of supporting reliable, valid, and timely measures of illicit cross-border flow. These are

- improved capture-recapture methods that account for attrition in the pool of migrants attempting to cross after an apprehension and of the number and length of successful crossings migrants make between apprehensions
- estimating total crossings from a stratified sampling of crossings at border segments selected with a known probability
- respondent-driven sampling surveys of migrant communities in the United States
- synthetic modeling either of the stock and flow of the migrant community or of the black market economy for coyote services.

Successfully implementing each of these approaches will require methodological development and analysis to identify barriers or constraints to using the approach, the cost of data collection, and the amount of error that can be expected in the resulting estimates.

---

1 We would like to thank Joel Predd and Greg Ridgeway, who reviewed and made substantive contributions to this document.
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<td>U.S. Customs and Border Protection</td>
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<td>Office of National Drug Control Policy</td>
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CHAPTER ONE

Why Estimate Flow?

Movement of goods and people across the borders is critical to the U.S. economy and to the quality of life in communities across the country. Each year over 21 million containers bring products and components to stores and factories (CBP, 2010), and more than 47 million people visit the United States from abroad for tourism and business (ITA, undated). However, in addition to this legitimate travel, goods and people flow across the border illicitly, contributing to significant national problems, such as the availability of illegal drugs, threats of terrorism, and growth in the population of what may be 11.1 million undocumented migrants, many of whom entered the country between ports of entry (DHS, 2010; Passel and Cohn, 2010).

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) is principally responsible for controlling the flow of goods and people across the U.S. border, a difficult task raising challenging questions about how best to use technology, intelligence, and manpower to minimize illicit flows across the border while facilitating legitimate ones. Ideally, DHS leadership could evaluate alternative investment strategies in terms of objective measures of the effectiveness with which border control systems prevent illicit flows or perform other essential functions. Instead, commonly reported border control measures, such as numbers of illegal migrants apprehended or miles of border under effective control, bear only an indirect and uncertain relationship to the border control mission, making them unreliable management tools. For instance, increases in border control effectiveness could well increase the number of apprehensions, without such increases signaling greater flow of illegal crossers. Interestingly, U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP, 2009) has reported annual decreases in apprehensions as evidence of effectiveness, presumably on the theory that decreases reflect fewer crossing attempts, rather than diminished apprehension success rates. Indeed, the U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO, 2009) reports that CBP explained increases in apprehensions made at checkpoints in some border sectors to improved CBP operations and decreases in apprehensions in other sectors to the deterrent effects of improved CBP technologies and increased staffing. Clearly, a measure that reflects successful performance whether it rises or falls has limited value as a management tool.

Similarly, observed deaths of those attempting illegal crossings would be a valid proxy for total flow if the probability of death were constant for crossers over time and independent of border control effectiveness. Neither condition is likely true. The per crossing risk of death is a function of the place where crossings occur and the transportation means used, both of which vary over time and may be driven by border control efforts. As easier means of crossing are effectively interdicted, crossers may have to accept higher fatality risks. As such, increases in deaths could reflect either a stable risk of death but increased flow or a stable flow but increased risk of death. Moreover, risk of death is also determined by other factors outside of the control.
of DHS, such as extreme temperatures and flash flooding (Eschbach et al., 1999). Without information distinguishing these and similar possibilities, deaths, like apprehensions, cannot reasonably be used to assess the effectiveness of border control.

Similarly, comparable measures, such as apprehensions per patrol agent work year, a measure suggested by GAO (GAO, 2005), suffers the same limitations. The problem with all such measures, as well as with such currently favored measures as miles of border under effective control, is correctly summarized by GAO (2009, p. 29), which says that such measures have been shown to “bear little relationship to effectiveness because they do not compare these numbers to the amount of illegal activity that passes through undetected.”

In work sponsored by DHS, RAND proposed that border security performance requires metrics that address three high-level functions: the proportion of illegal border crossings that are interdicted, the extent to which those who would otherwise cross the border are deterred, and the extent to which border security systems make use of and generate valuable intelligence (Willis et al., 2010). Knowing what to measure is different than knowing how to measure it, and each of the RAND metrics poses difficult methodological challenges for generating measurements that are reliable, valid, sensitive, and sufficiently timely to be used for management decisions.

Good estimates of the total flow of illicit traffic between ports of entry lay at the heart of each of RAND’s metrics but most straightforwardly so for interdiction rates, where total flow is required for the denominator. Because reliable and timely estimates of illicit flow do not currently exist, the objectives of this short concept paper are to propose four innovative approaches to measuring flow and to argue that they are sufficiently promising for use in performance measurement to merit additional research and development.

We limit discussion here to the problem of estimating flow of migrants into the United States between ports of entry because fairly good methods exist to measure illicit flows at ports of entry. For instance, CBP calculates an expected flow of illegal immigrants through ports of entry based on a thorough inspection of a random selection of vehicles, pedestrians, and air travelers entering the country. Data from this Compliance Examination (COMPEX) program can be used to reliably estimate the proportion of illegal flow that goes undetected at ports of entry. In fiscal year 2006, for instance, CBP estimated that several thousand inadmissible aliens successfully entered the country through land or air ports of entry (GAO, 2007).

The remainder of this paper is organized around four methods for estimating flow between ports of entry: measures of flow collected at the border via improved capture-recapture methods and stratified sampling of border crossings, measures collected on migrant populations, and synthetic and proxy measures of illegal border crossings.
Border control agencies and other existing or new data collection systems offer considerable promise for evaluating border control performance and the flow of migrants crossing into the United States between ports of entry. At present, many of the existing data streams are inadequate for management purposes, but changes to collection and analysis strategies could yield valuable information about the flow of illegal migrants. In this section we describe four methods for modifying how data is collected and analyzed that appear sufficiently promising to merit further research and development.

**Improved Capture-Recapture Methods**

Bird and rare animal populations are sometimes estimated using a capture-recapture method: A random sample of individuals in a population are captured, tagged, and released. Then a second, independent random sample is captured, from which the proportion found to have previously been tagged provides an estimate of the probability of being sampled, $p$, from which the size of the overall population can be calculated as

$$N = \frac{\text{number of tagged individuals}}{p}.$$ 

Similar approaches have been proposed for estimating the volume of illegal crossers. For instance, Espenshade (1995) proposes a “repeated trials” approach that considers the population of those arrested trying to cross the border, and specifically the number of times arrestees have been recaptured after prior attempts to cross. Espenshade shows algebraically that if border crossers in any given month continue trying to cross the border until they succeed, the monthly probability of arrest for each crossing attempt, $p$, equals the ratio of those arrested who were previously denied entry (i.e., repeat crossers, $R$, on their second or later attempts to cross) to all arrestees, $A$. That is, $p = R/A$. Knowing $p$ and $A$, it is therefore possible to calculate the total monthly flow of illegal crossings, $F$, as

$$F = A(1-p)/p.$$ 

Key shortcomings of this approach are that it assumes that everyone who tries to cross the border will continue to attempt crossing until they succeed and that those with prior arrests have not succeeded in entering the United States between arrests (i.e., they have not successfully crossed, returned to Mexico or another country, and are now on a return trip to the United States). Whereas many migrants do continue to try to cross until they succeed (Donato, Durand, and Massey, 1992), some portion of detained crossers will be deterred from further attempts because of the risks posed by hazardous transport routes, the discomfort of border
patrol detention and processing, or other costs of each crossing attempt. Similarly, large num-
bers of illegal seasonal migrants, those working as coyotes, or those cycling between the United
States and another country for other reasons could undermine a key assumption required for
the proportion of repeat arrests to all arrests to represent the probability of arrest. Without
information about the deterrent effects of arrest and deportation and the number of success-
ful crossings between arrests, the probability of arrest and the total flow cannot be calculated.

Chang et al. (2006) develop Espenshade’s capture-recapture model to explicitly account
for the missing deterrence (or “discouragement”), $D$, and “return and reentry,” $R$, factors.
However, without information about the magnitude of these variables, Chang and colleagues
instead conduct a sensitivity analysis, in effect answering the question, “How great might flow
be if $D$ and $R$ range between 0 and 20 percent of the total population?” However, whether
20 percent is a reasonable upper bound on these parameters is unknown. Similarly, for use as a
performance measure, we would want to compare estimates of flow over time or across border
sectors, requiring the additional unverified assumption that $D$ and $R$ do not vary substantially
over time or geographic border segments.

Clearly, the model developed by Chang et al. (2006) would be improved with empirical
estimates of $D$ and $R$ (deterrence and return and reentry), and data sources exist that might
provide this information. For instance, the Mexican Ministry of Labor conducts a probabil-
ity sample survey of migrants in northern Mexican border communities called Encuesta sobre
Migración en la Frontera Norte de México (EMIF), which is collected at frequent intervals.
One group specifically targeted in this survey is migrants who were recently apprehended
and returned to Mexico by U.S. Border Patrol authorities (Rendall et al., 2009). Respondents
are queried about their migration history, their most recent migration effort, the number of
crossing attempts and apprehensions they experienced, and their future migration intentions.
Data from this survey might be useful for estimating attrition from the pool of migrants seek-
ing entry after apprehension by border control and possibly the number of successful entries
between apprehensions at the border.

In addition, comparison of demographic and other characteristics of those interdicted and
returned by border patrol and those identified as recent returnees in the EMIF could be used
to clarify whether the risk of apprehension is constant across diverse groups of migrants—a
key assumption for the capture-recapture methods—or whether there are important subgroup
differences in the risk of apprehension that suggest the need for separate parameter estimates—
e.g., between Mexican migrants and non-Mexican migrants or between those working with a
coyote and those crossing on their own.

Finally, better estimates of $D$ might be calculated from existing apprehension data. The
“repeated trials” method predicts that a constant proportion of any cohort will be apprehended
in their next crossing attempt. In other words, the probability of being apprehended does not
depend on the number of previous apprehensions. However, in practice this may not be true if
people are discouraged from attempting multiple times or are able to learn from being appre-
hended and improve crossing tactics. Thus, suppose that on the basis of those with one and two
prior apprehensions we estimate the probability of apprehension to be 1/3, but we observe that
for every 1,000 migrants with two apprehensions, only 200 are apprehended a third time. This
would suggest that the number of people attempting a third crossing is substantially lower than
1,000 and would in fact be $200/0.333 = 600$, suggesting that $D$ for a third crossing is $(1,000–
600)/1000 = 0.40$. A flaw here is that it implicitly treats $D$ as zero after the first apprehension.
However, estimates of $D$ from higher numbers of apprehensions could be used recursively to estimate attrition after the first arrest.

The EMIF provides data that could provide an independent estimate of changes in $D$ over time. Specifically, it asks recently deported migrants and those who departed voluntarily about their intentions to attempt an entry in the United States. We would expect changes in the proportion of such individuals claiming no intention of a return to the United States to be comparable to changes over time calculated from apprehension data or other methods.

Whereas these estimates could be affected by unknown values of $R$, we suspect that with reasonable estimates of how long migrants stay after crossing successfully, repeat apprehension data could be selected over a sufficiently short time frame to make $R$ of trivial importance to the estimate of flow. Nevertheless, because migrant learning—and success evading capture—produces the same apparent attrition from the recaptured samples, the estimates of $D$ described here would have to be treated as upper bounds on the proportion of migrants who are discouraged after any specific number of crossing attempts; some portion of those who appear discouraged have, in fact, become more canny, reducing their probability of apprehension.

Stratified Sampling of Border Crossings

Stratified sampling is a technique for producing population estimates based on samples drawn from groups sampled with a known probability. Implementing this approach must address two methodological questions: (1) With what probability is a segment of a population to be sampled, and (2) what is the probability of detection within the sampled population?

For example, a household survey of drug use might randomly select homes and within homes randomly select one person to interview about drug use. In this sampling scheme, individuals who live by themselves are sampled with certainty when their home is drawn, whereas individuals living with, for instance, three others are only sampled with a 25 percent probability. Without correcting drug use frequencies in the sample for the probability of each individual’s selection into it, the estimates would be biased toward the drug use behavior of those who live alone or with few others. As such, estimates of the total number of drug users are constructed by weighting survey responses by the inverse probability of selection into the sample. Similarly, homes need not be selected with equal probability, as it may be preferable to “oversample” homes in areas of particular interest. Again, unbiased population estimates can be achieved if oversampled results are corrected with proper sample weighting. Thus, instead of having only a single weight to adjust for a respondent’s probability of selection within a house, such a survey design would also require weighting responses by the inverse probability of the house being included in the sample.

Border patrol operations could be viewed as a form of stratified sampling of illicit border crossings, but one that is not yet adequate to produce unbiased estimates of the flow of such crossings. Instead of sampling houses, the border patrol samples regions of the border because it lacks the resources to monitor all points on the border all the time.

Currently the sampling of regions is not probabilistic but deterministic, so statistical inferences about the total number of crossers cannot be drawn from those observed in the sampled regions. However, border patrol resources could be assigned to regions randomly without loss of efficiency or effectiveness and with the benefit of collecting data that would permit estimation of the total flow of illegal crossers.
For instance, the border could be divided into regions of high, medium, and low risk of illegal entries (or strata). Border patrols could be assigned with certainty or with high probability to high-risk areas, with lower but known probability to medium-risk areas, and with the lowest but nonzero probability to low-risk areas. Knowing the probability of “sampling” each region allows for estimates of the total number of crossers who would have been apprehended, \( A_r \), had patrol resources been available at every region at all times. For instance, suppose that low-risk regions are assigned patrols 5 percent of the time, medium-risk regions are selected for patrol 25 percent of the time, and high-risk regions have 100 percent coverage. If the numbers of apprehensions made in low-, medium-, and high-risk regions in a given month were 50, 100, and 1,000, respectively, an unbiased estimate of the total number of apprehensions that would have occurred with patrols at every region of the border would be \( A_r = (50/0.05) + (100/0.25) + (1,000/1) = 2,400 \), even though only 1,150 were actually apprehended because of resource constraints.

Such a stratified sampling approach tells one how many illegal border crossings would result in apprehensions if border control resources could be assigned to every segment of the border, but if not all crossers in a patrolled segment are detected, the total flow of illegal migrants will be higher. Thus, if the probability of a crosser being apprehended given the presence of a patrol in a region, \( P(\text{Apprehension} \mid \text{Patrol}) \), is known or can be reasonably estimated, then the estimate of the total number of crossers who would be apprehended had patrols been at all places could be transformed into an estimate of total flow, \( F = A_r / P(\text{Apprehension} \mid \text{Patrol}) \). For instance, building on the example above, if patrols have an 80 percent chance of apprehending crossers making an attempt in any region with an assigned patrol, the estimate of 2,400 possible apprehensions would represent 80 percent of the total flow, \( F = 2,400/0.8 = 3,000 \).

In practice, there may be several approaches that could be used to estimate the probability of detection in a sampled area, including periodic “red teaming,” in which migrants or confederates are recruited to attempt crossings in order to establish their likelihoods of detection and apprehension or comparison of estimates resulting from sampling the same area with multiple reconnaissance assets (see, e.g., Thompson, 2004, and GAO, 2008). Independent estimates of \( P(\text{Apprehension} \mid \text{Patrol}) \) could be used to produce estimates of discouragement, \( D \), after the first failed attempt to cross. Specifically, we can generate capture-recapture estimates of the probability of apprehension on a border segment

\[
P(\text{Apprehension}) = \frac{R_i}{A_i(1 - D_i)},
\]

where \( A_i \) is the total number of individuals apprehended on a first crossing attempt, \( R_i \) is the number reapprehended immediately after the first apprehension, and \( D_i \) is the unknown rate at which crossers are discouraged after a first failed crossing attempt. If we substitute this estimate into the equality

\[
P(\text{Apprehension}) = P(\text{Apprehension} \mid \text{Patrol}) \times P(\text{Patrol}),
\]

in which \( P(\text{Patrol}) \) is the probability with which CBP is assigning patrols to be present on a given border segment, we can calculate discouragement as
Similarly, independent estimates of $D_1$ could be used to calculate the probability that patrols in an area will apprehend any crossing attempts there, $P(\text{Apprehension} \mid \text{Patrol})$.

This general approach to sampling crossers could be extended using available technology where border patrols may not be available. Again on the analogy of detecting bird and rare animal populations, discrete “camera traps” or high-altitude overhead reconnaissance could be randomly distributed across the border to improve estimates of the flow across sections of the border when patrols are elsewhere. Here again, by situating these cameras in accordance with a systematic, probabilistic sampling plan, inferences about the total flow may be possible.

In addition to providing data on the flow of illegal crossers, probabilistic sampling of border regions can improve border control performance by increasing the probability of rapidly detecting new transportation routes and strategies. For instance, Predd and Willis (2010) report simulation results showing that allocating a portion of border patrol resources to sectors randomly, rather than deterministically, can increase and optimize the detection of crossers.

Finally, the sampling approach to measurement has the attractive feature of highlighting the correspondence between resources allocated and foregone apprehensions. That is, the approach lends itself to precise estimates of the tradeoffs between changes in border patrol resources available to allocate to sectors and the proportion of crossers that are apprehended.

**Surveys and Respondent-Driven Sampling**

Population surveys, such as the American Community Survey and the U.S. Census, have been used to estimate net migrant populations in the United States (e.g., Passel, Van Hook, and Bean, 2004). From these estimates, the proportion of migrants that is undocumented can be inferred as the remainder after accounting through administrative records for those who have been granted legal citizenship or remain on current visitor visas. As a source of data for measuring the border control performance, however, such estimates are of limited value. Population surveys are expensive; they often occur less than annually, making them at best a poorly responsive performance metric; and they may systematically undercount new immigrants who have not yet found stable housing, a group that may include many of those immigrants who crossed the border without authorization (Rendall et al., 2009). More importantly, it may not be possible to differentiate undocumented immigrants who overstayed visas from those who crossed the border without authorization. Population surveys commonly used to evaluate the size of the unauthorized migrant community do not include questions that could be used to draw this distinction, and it is unlikely, because of known underreporting of illicit and negatively sanctioned behavior, that inclusion of such a question would yield valid responses. As such, little is known about the proportion of the unauthorized migrant population that represents overstayers or unauthorized crossers (Passel, 2005).

A more promising population survey approach is represented by the EMIF, which conducts a random probability sample of migrants in or passing through northern Mexican border towns, interviewing respondents about their migration experiences and intentions. The EMIF specifically targets migrants who are returning from stays in the United States, those who have
been apprehended and returned during attempted entry into the United States, and those who are planning to migrate to the United States in the near term. Here again, however, the data collected through the EMIF has important shortcomings as a source of information on border control performance. In particular, because the EMIF data are collected on the Mexican side of the border, they do not provide direct information on the whole population of migrants who have crossed the border over any specified time frames. Although the data may offer good information about who intends to cross the border in the next 30 days, whether all with this intention actually attempt to cross, when they make such attempts, how they ultimately attempt to cross, and the outcome of their attempts are all unknown. Arguably, these migrants have no incentives not to cross, so all or most expressing the intention to cross soon will attempt to do so. Psychological research in other domains suggests, however, that even among those with strong incentives to behave in accordance with their intentions, large proportions often fail to do so (Prochaska, DiClemente, and Norcross, 1992). As such, more empirical work is required before assumptions can safely be made that all who intend to cross do so.

Ideally, undocumented migrants who have crossed into the United States would provide information on when and how they succeeded in entering the country, but this is a population that can be expected to actively avoid contact with authorities seeking this information, and they might be expected to provide inaccurate information when they are surveyed. Nevertheless, some progress has been made in developing survey techniques that are appropriate for efficiently estimating population parameters for other such “hidden” populations engaged in negatively sanctioned behaviors, such as substance abusers or commercial sex workers. One such technique that merits consideration for estimating features of the undocumented migrant population is respondent-driven sampling (Salganik and Heckathorn, 2004).

Respondent-driven sampling begins with a nonrandom sample of individuals from the population of interest, interviewing them about their characteristics of interest (e.g., when and how they arrived in the United States) and then asking them to distribute invitations to participate in the survey to their friends. The friends, in turn, are interviewed and asked to invite their friends to participate. By accounting for features of the social networks and recruitment patterns generated by this seemingly biased and ad hoc sampling strategy, Salganik and Heckathorn (2004) have shown that asymptotically unbiased estimates of population characteristics can be quickly and efficiently generated with fairly modest assumptions about the extent to which all members of the population are linked to each other through friendship (or acquaintance) networks.

The promise of respondent-driven sampling for understanding features of the undocumented migrant population has recently been suggested by a series of studies using the technique to evaluate labor law violations among populations of low-wage workers, many of whom may be undocumented (see, e.g., Bernhardt, Polson, and DeFilippis, 2010).

There is still the problem of encouraging undocumented migrants to provide accurate information about their immigration experience. However, because the chief interest is in population estimates rather than information about individual experiences, there are good candidate procedures for minimizing respondents’ anxieties about providing correct information. For instance, GAO (2006) has endorsed the “grouped answers” approach to surveying foreign-born respondents. With this approach, individual respondents never have to acknowledge any illicit activities because the illicit activities they are engaged in are grouped with licit activities, and they choose the group of activities that contains the correct answer for themselves. For instance, half the respondents might be asked to say if they are either...
A. a U.S. citizen or  
B. a legal permanent resident, currently undocumented, or a refugee or asylee.

The other respondents are asked to say whether they are  
A. a legal permanent resident, refugee, or asylee or  
B. a U.S. citizen or currently undocumented.

In this example, the percentage of undocumented migrants can be calculated by subtracting the percentage of foreign-born respondents who answer B in one question set, from the percentage who answer A in the other set. GAO (2006) reports tests showing that respondents are generally comfortable answering grouped questions that combine licit with illicit behaviors in such a way that respondents never reveal their individual status.

**Synthetic and Proxy Measures**

There are some quantities important to understanding government performance that simply cannot be measured directly and which require instead some more-complex modeling to generate even plausibly correct estimates. For instance, for many years the Office of National Drug Control Policy (ONDCP) published estimates of the amount of money U.S. residents spend on illicit drugs (ONDCP, 2001). Generating these estimates entailed complex modeling and assumptions integrating disparate sources of information on, for instance, the prevalence of heavy drug use among arrestees, the proportion of the population that has been arrested, the amount of drugs typically consumed by heavy and light users, the amount of time heavy users spend incarcerated so not at risk of drug use, the typical street price of drugs, etc. By combining these multiple parameter estimates in a theoretically logical way, ONDCP produced reasonably credible price series showing how drug spending was rising or falling over time.

Similar approaches to generating synthetic estimates may be possible for establishing the flow of undocumented immigrants between ports of entry. For instance, estimates of gross annual illegal migration, such as those produced by Passel, Van Hook, and Bean (2004), could be reduced by estimates of the number of such migrants arriving through ports of entry or overstaying their visas, values that would have to be separately generated from other data sources and models. Similarly, improving the capture-recapture approach discussed above would likely require developing a model of migrant flows in and out of the country, with multiple data sources contributing to estimates of the portion of apprehended migrants who are deterred from further attempts, the proportion who successfully cross between separate apprehension events, the subgroup makeup of migrants over time, and other important characteristics. Potentially good sources of data exist that have not yet been mined for these purposes, including the EMIF (described above) and the Mexican National Survey of Employment and Occupation (ENOE), a representative household survey that explicitly identifies household members who have departed or arrived in the last 90 days.

Bennett, Stewart, and Malmin (2001) offered one example of a synthetic flow model. They used sequential-year Mexican census results to identify annual changes to population demographic characteristics that could not be explained by births or deaths and identified these as emigration risk factors. Separately, they constructed a regression model linking changes in the
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size of the at-risk population to economic and other factors likely to induce the at-risk population to emigrate. The results of these analyses were annual series illustrating the size of the at-risk population in Mexico and model-based estimates for the proportion of that population that would seek entry to the United States annually. This demand model could in principle be combined with estimates about the number of Mexican immigrants passing through ports of entry to generate a reasonable estimate of flow between ports of entry.

Similarly, Wein, Liu, and Motskin (2009) develop a mathematical model of illegal immigration with model components to produce estimates of the likelihood of attempting a crossing, the probability of apprehension, the probability of being released into the United States despite being apprehended, and labor market demand for illegal immigrants in the United States. Although this model has not been developed to provide timely estimates of the flow of migrants between ports of entry, it represents a promising candidate for such development.

Proxy measures too rely on an implicit or explicit model relating the phenomenon of interest to the proxy. For instance, the cost of coyote services bears some relationship to the effectiveness of border control efforts and the flow of migrants between ports of entry. Cornelius (2001), for instance, relates short-term price changes in coyote services to concurrent enhancements in border protection efforts. But as an ongoing border control measure, the relationship between prices and border control may be insufficiently straightforward, because prices are also sensitive to a range of other factors that must be accounted for, such as

- the risks and other costs of providing coyote services, which may fluctuate with changes in Mexican law and enforcement efforts, U.S. laws and enforcement, and hazards associated with competition between rival coyote service providers
- the costs of attempting a crossing without the aide of a coyote, which may fluctuate with changes in border control policies and procedures, the weather, and other factors
- the migration alternatives other than crossing between ports of entry that are available to would-be crossers
- the size and structure of the coyote service industry, since, for instance, greater competition for clientele could reduce prices, and changes to the structure of the industry, such as the formation of more professional and consolidated service provider organizations, could similarly affect pricing
- migrants’ ability to afford the services, because as more migrants can afford to pay coyotes, demand increases, and prices are likely to rise
- the specific services the coyote is contracted to provide, since, for example, migrants typically pay more to be smuggled to the interior in a tractor-trailer than they pay a guide to hike around checkpoints in the hot Texas brush, and more to be smuggled through a port of entry with false documents and/or with the cooperation of a corrupt inspector than to be taken across the Rio Grande in an inner tube.

These multiple effects on the price of coyote services make clear that price series alone cannot be used to estimate either flow or border control performance. However, it may be possible to develop economic models that account for the multiple influences on coyote pricing in such a way that flow could be more reliably estimated.
The objectives of this paper were to review a selection of existing and candidate methods for estimating the flow of people crossing into the United States between ports of entry and to offer DHS suggestions on how to proceed in developing reliable and valid measures of such flow for use in measuring border control performance. Flow of illegal crossers is a key measure of the effectiveness of U.S. border control efforts, but we find that current approaches to estimating flow are not sufficiently precise to serve as useful performance measures. Nevertheless, as this paper highlights, there are several promising approaches that merit development. These include:

- further development of the capture-recapture methods to include reliable estimates of attrition in the pool of migrants attempting to cross after an apprehension and of the number and length of successful crossings migrants are making between apprehensions
- estimating total crossings from crossings in a stratified sample of border segments
- respondent-based sampling surveys of migrant communities in the United States
- synthetic modeling either of the stock and flow of the migrant community or of the black market economy for coyote services.

Moreover, each of these approaches might beneficially be used in conjunction with the others. Capture-recapture methods could be used to inform synthetic model parameter estimates for the probability of apprehension or discouragement. Respondent-driven sampling results could be used to examine whether there are subgroups of migrants with higher or lower risks of apprehension, information that could inform both improved capture-recapture and synthetic models. And stratified sampling could be used to examine how flow is shifted from one sector to another when border control efforts are enhanced in the first, information vital to understanding whether cases that appear deterred or “discouraged” are, in fact, merely displaced.

If CBP systematically varied the probability of patrols being present in a region of the border as part of a stratified sampling plan, changes in recapture rates in those regions could be used to estimate the deterrence effects of increased patrols. For instance, suppose that after a 10 percent increase in the probability of patrols at a given segment of border, there is only a 5 percent increase in apprehensions of crossers who were recently repelled on a first attempt to enter the country. If we assume the number of apprehensions of crossers making a second attempt is simply the product of the probability of a patrol being present, a fixed probability of apprehension given the presence of a patrol, and the number of crossers making a second attempt, then the difference between the observed number of second-time apprehensions and
the expected number of such apprehensions (accounting for any changes in the number of migrants apprehended once) could be attributable to a deterrent effect.

Measurement of illegal cross-border flows is a rich challenge with many opportunities for innovation. As such, it is a problem that could benefit from the focused attention of a broad scientific community, such as might be cultivated were DHS to offer grant funding awarded competitively to support new thinking and analysis on this topic.

Moreover, because of the inherent complexities of producing reliable estimates of illegal cross-border movements and uncertainties about whether any particular approach is likely to succeed, DHS should consider developing several alternative approaches to flow measurement concurrently. By producing independent estimates from distinct methods and data sources, DHS will have far more confidence in any resulting comparability in the estimates, and differences between them will highlight uncertainties that managers must consider as they plan for and resource future border control efforts.
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